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The federal government faces a myriad of challenges when
modernizing its information technology (IT) infrastructure.
Yet, with these challenges comes various options for
addressing these needs. This white paper summarizes these
challenges and options, and presents a “hardware as a
service” solution for consideration.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S IT HARDWARE
MODERNIZATION AND REPLACEMENT
CHALLENGE

The government faces the daunting task of modernizing and
replacing obsolete federal information technology (IT)
systems. At the same time, the government needs to
decrease IT spending and simplify long and complex
IT acquisition cycles. Several federal oversight
entities have noted material weaknesses that
need to be addressed, along with recommended
“Federal legacy IT
or mandated solutions. According to the
investments are becoming
U.S. Government Accountability Office
(GAO) report GAO-16-468, “Federal legacy
increasingly obsolete:
IT investments are becoming increasingly
many use outdated
obsolete: many use outdated software
languages and hardware parts that are
software languages and
unsupported” [1].

hardware parts that are

In 2015, the Government Accountability Office
unsupported.”
(GAO) developed a scorecard that assigns a
U.S. Government Accountability Office
grade from A to F to assess agencies’ Federal
(GAO) report GAO-16-468
Information Technology Acquisition Reform
Act (FITARA) implementation efforts. FITARA was
enacted to streamline the IT acquisitions process.
As of December 6, 2016, in testimony before a
joint Subcommittee on Government Operations and
Subcommittee on Information Technology hearing, scores
for the latest published FITARA “Scorecard 3.0” showed that
several agencies underperformed [2].
In October 2015, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued M-16-02:
Category Management Policy 15-1: Improving the Acquisition and Management
of Common Information Technology: Laptops and Desktops. The policy details
government requirements to improve IT laptop and desktop acquisition to “reduce
duplication, improve pricing, and better leverage the Government’s vast buying
power” [3].
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In OMB’s memorandum, Anne Rung, Administrator for Federal Procurement
Policy and Tony Scott, former United States Chief Information Officer, indicates
that “many agencies continue to buy and manage their IT in a fragmented and
inefficient manner, in a large part due to the highly decentralized structure of major
cabinet level departments, which conflicts with the goals of the Federal Information
Technology Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA) and with the principles of category
management outlined in December 2014 by the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy (OFPP)” [3]. The goal of the government, say Rung and Scott, is to “improve the
acquisition and management of common IT goods and services to drive us to greater
performance, efficiencies and savings” [3].
OMB memorandum M-16-02 states: “OMB is directing agencies to take the following
immediate steps:
1. Reduce the number of contracts for laptops and desktops by prohibiting new
awards and limiting purchasing to a small number of high-performing – or bestin-class – contracts
2. Standardize laptop and desktop configurations for common requirements
3. Develop and modify demand management and business practices to optimize
price and performance” [3]

MODERNIZING THE GOVERNMENT’S AGING
INFRASTRUCTURE – WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Federal agencies rely heavily on IT systems to meet mission mandates and deliver
services to American citizens. As government IT systems age, they are at greater
risk of failure and become more expensive to maintain. In his testimony before
the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, House of Representatives,
David A. Powner, Director of Information Technology Management Issues stated
that “…legacy systems may become increasingly more expensive as agencies have to
deal with the previously mentioned issues and may pay a premium to hire staff or
contractors with the knowledge to maintain outdated systems” [4].
The renewal and modernization of government IT infrastructure takes time. Agencies
need to plan well ahead for out-year investment and spending.

THE FEDERAL COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

Federal worker’s IT hardware needs can be grouped into two categories. Federal
executives and knowledge workers work in a typical office setting and generally
require standard workstations, laptops, and/or tablets. Field and operations staff
may require ruggedized or other specialized IT hardware for mobile and field
operations. Fluctuation in the demand for both of these IT asset types is due to a
variety of factors, including the following:
• Federal budget
• Full time equivalent (FTE) staffing
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• Departmental reorganizations
• Other uncertainties
With regard to IT resources, agencies are charged with several responsibilities,
including the following (see Figure 1):
• Improving IT service
• Reducing IT costs
• Reducing deployment times
• Consolidating data centers
• Migrating to cloud computing
• Enabling traceability of IT assets
• Complying with myriad federal requirements, mandates, policies, and
standards
• Planning for IT equipment refresh (e.g., address lifecycle management)

Figure 1. Agencies face IT multiple responsibilities
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A key challenge is the need to further strengthen the cybersecurity of federal
government IT assets. In a February 24, 2017 article posted on thehill.com, author
Joe Uchill says “Modern security platforms frequently cannot be retrofitted to run
on older systems.” He also reports that “Intel Security Chief Technology Officer Steve
Grobman believes that improving security through modernization and other means
should be the first item on the legislative cybersecurity agenda, which frequently
focuses on law enforcement issues, including encryption.” Grobman states that “The
front and center thing we need to be talking about is making sure our government
systems and critical infrastructure systems are able to lower their overall risk profile”
[5].
Use of government wide acquisition contracts (GWACs), or best-in-class contracts, is
on the rise. GWACs save agencies time and effort by avoiding the need to develop
new contract solicitations for each hardware acquisition. Agencies can now write task
orders against an existing GWAC that lists pre-qualified vendors and pre-negotiated
hardware and service pricing. Some of the best-in-class contracts include:
• The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Solutions for
Enterprise-Wide Procurement (SEWP) V
• The General Services Administration’s (GSA) IT Schedule 708
• The National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) Information Technology Acquisition and
Assessment Center (NITAAC) contracts
All of these contract vehicles provide flexibility to procure high-quality, governmentcompliant hardware, as well as “hardware as a service” (HaaS).

VIABLE IT HARDWARE OPTIONS

Several viable IT hardware options can increase value and lower costs in government
hardware acquisition and management. Of the three options summarized below,
this paper focuses primarily on the “vendor-supplied hardware as a service (HaaS)”
and “hybrid hardware solution” options.
• Predominately government-owned equipment (GOE)
• Vendor-supplied hardware as a service (HaaS)
• Hybrid hardware solution

Predominately Government-Owned Equipment (GOE)
The U.S. federal government expects to purchase more than $75 billion on IT in
fiscal year 2017, including desktop, laptop, and mobile-friendly devices that FTE
and contractor IT staff manage [6]. Many factors motivate government purchase of
equipment, including the following:
• The need for specialized field equipment
• Unpredictable budgets that force government buyers to rapidly scale hardware
purchases up or down
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• Long established traditions and practices of decentralized buying
• Government personnel preference
• Other factors
While the government continues to purchase commodity IT hardware, commodity
technology becomes quickly outdated. To address this, government buyers should
consider purchasing equipment that enables users to expand equipment usage as
demand for capacity rises.
While best-in-class government contract vehicles – such as SEWP V, GSA IT Schedule
708, and NIITAC contracts – allow for flexibility and cost efficiencies, the GOE
approach poses several disadvantages, compared with employing hardware-as-aservice (HaaS). Based on GAO reports, the government faces the ongoing challenge
of technology obsolescence [2]. To support government-owned equipment, the
government has typically used FTEs to maintain and track commodity IT assets. This
requires staff training to support the equipment, and incurs the time and expense
involved in “buy before you can use” GOE.

Hardware as a Service (HaaS)
Hardware as a service is a procurement model in which hardware is owned by a
service provider but is deployed at the customer site. The government can benefit
from adopting a predominately HaaS approach. Deploying HaaS can help mitigate
government risk and the inconvenience associated with managing government
owned “commodity” equipment. In the HaaS approach, vendors ensure compliance
with various requirements, including IT security configuration mandates, and
perform complete hardware lifecycle management. The HaaS approach enables
the government to reduce the time and expense of owning, housing, configuring,
maintaining, transferring, inventorying, and disposing of commodity IT hardware.
The approach also enables elasticity in deployment (i.e., HaaS accommodates
expanding as well as contracting IT environments).
In this approach, government IT FTEs are freed up to focus on inherently government
duties, such as acquisition planning, programming, budgeting, procurement of
IT systems and solutions, and other important duties. The vendor, which owns
the hardware, assumes the responsibility for configuration, maintenance, asset
tracking, disposal, and associated tasks. The government also realizes a reduction
in equipment downtime because the vendor-supplied replacement units are
preconfigured and readily available when needed. Using HaaS for commodity IT
can also maintain the government on par with the technology curve by maintaining
access to the latest technology.

Hybrid Hardware Solution
For many agencies, a mix of government-owned equipment and HaaS may be
optimal. In this “hybrid” approach, agencies can retain ownership of specialized
equipment (the GOE option), and use HaaS for commodity-type equipment (e.g.,
standard desktop and laptop computers). The GOE option may be preferable for
mission-specific solutions, for example, while the HaaS approach may be more
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applicable to general use requirements.
The hybrid approach may also consist of a gradual transition from GOE to HaaS;
as GOE equipment approaches its end of life or becomes obsolete, it can be
decommissioned and replaced with HaaS equipment. With the exception of agencies
that seek simultaneous wholesale replacement of all of its IT equipment, this gradual
transition may be preferable.

SOLUTION FROM DYNAMIC COMPUTER
CORPORATION

Dynamic Computer Corporation (Dynamic) provides an IT
asset and lifecycle management solution that provides what
the company calls “deployment ready IT.” Called Q-wrx℠,1
the suite of services is built on the company’s ISO 9001:2008
and ISO 13485:2003-registered quality management
system. Q-wrx for the federal government provides these services for a range of IT
equipment, including servers, workstations, laptops, notebooks, and tablets.
The system addresses many of the federal government IT challenges listed above in
the following ways:
• It provides a modernized infrastructure that improves IT service and reduces IT
costs.
• Its faster deployment of IT assets (typically in days instead of weeks) reduces
downtime and increases productivity.
• Its audit proofing functions enable traceability of IT assets; asset deployment
locations and configurations are readily available.
• It eases the difficulty of attracting and retaining top-notch IT talent because
Dynamic assumes responsibility for many IT activities.
• It addresses security concerns in several ways:
»»

Use of up-to-date, OEM-supported software and hardware supports
modern security platforms and enables ongoing security updates

»»

The approach eases the need for in-house IT personnel to remain current
on rapidly evolving security threats and solutions because Dynamic
addresses these needs

• It ensures compliance with requirements and specifications as mandated by
each specific agency.
• Its lifecycle management features enable planning for equipment refresh and
decommissioning and secure, proper disposal at the end of life.
Following are the key elements of Q-wrx℠ (see Figure 2):
1

Q-wrx Q-wrx℠ is a service mark of Dynamic Computer Corporation ℠
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• Acquisition: Dynamic purchases products only through OEM-authorized
channels to ensure authenticity; uses a customer portal to provide information
on product availability, equipment, and shipping details; and verifies orders.
• Technical Services: Dynamic remains abreast of industry standards; ensures
the accuracy of configuration; builds, tests, and deploys specification-compliant
software images; and uses a quality control process.
• Audit Proofing: Dynamic captures an electronic record of customer asset
details, provides physical asset tagging, and maintains software licensing
management. Determining asset location can also help maintain better control
over assets and hence minimize asset costs (e.g., by ensuring that laptops
away from the office remain current on security software and procedures).
The company also creates, maintains, and manages documentation, including
approved procedures, certificates of conformance, and relevant records for the
required time period.

Figure 2. The Key Elements of the Dynamic Q-wrx℠ “Deployment Ready IT” System
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• Logistics: Dynamic packages customer IT products according to specifications
and provides labeling, kitting, and custom boxing. Dynamic also inspects
products upon receipt and delivery, as well as captures and communicates realtime tracking information via the customer portal.
• Disposal: At the end of asset life, Dynamic destroys customer data in
compliance with requirements, and disposes of physical IT assets in an
environmentally-conscious manner. Dynamic also provides customers with
certified documentation to protect against data loss or breach, and to supply
information needed for audits, and legal or security reviews.
• Lifecycle Management: Dynamic informs customers of new technology
options that meet the functionality needs, provides budget forecasting to aid
informed decision making, and co-creates a transition plan with customers to
help projects pass through product lifecycles.

CONCLUSION

Deploying and maintaining mission-ready, current IT solutions is critical for federal
agencies to remain current with an ever-changing digital landscape. As Rung and
Scott indicate in OMB memorandum M-16-02, “Improving IT commodity acquisition
and management practices is a critical step in the implementation of Federal
Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA) and in improving value to
taxpayers” [3]. Agencies are being held accountable for modernizing IT systems,
reducing duplication, achieving cost savings, and improving service to the American
public.
Government workers need quick access to the best tools for the job. Agencies
require reliable IT hardware that complies with federal standards, is cost effective,
timely to deploy, agile to meet changing needs, and supports government workers in
meeting the government’s important mission.
HaaS is one option that can address many of these needs, and a mature
implementation of HaaS is the Q-wrx℠ deployment ready IT solution from Dynamic
Computer Corporation.

Q-WRX℠ AND DYNAMIC COMPUTER
CORPORATION
Established in 1979, Dynamic Computer Corporation is
a leading provider of IT asset management solutions to
the federal government. For the federal government, its
flagship Q-wrx℠ offering is a complete IT asset management
and lifecycle solution for servers, workstations, laptops,
notebooks, and tablets.

Dynamic has been providing services to the federal government for almost 15 years,
has provided both server and endpoint deployments to the federal government, and
serves more than 1000 federal end users. Dynamic is a prime contractor to federal
contracting and procurement officers under SEWP V, which is the GWAC managed
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by NASA. Dynamic has been awarded an initial task order to provide IT hardware,
software, and services through SeaPort-e, which is the U.S. Navy’s electronic
platform for acquiring support services. The U.S. General Services Administration
(GSA) awarded GSA Contract Number GS-35F-175AA to Dynamic under Schedule 70.
This addresses General Purpose Commercial Information Technology Equipment,
Software, and Services.
Dynamic is:
• An SBA-certified woman-owned small business (WOSB)
• An SBA-certified small disadvantaged business (SDB)
• A WBENC-certified women’s business enterprise
• An MBE-certified minority business enterprise
• ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 certified
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For More Information:

Dynamic Computer Corporation
23400 Industrial Park Court
Farmington Hills, MI 48355
248-473-2200
866-257-2111 (toll free)
info@dccit.com
www.dccit.com
CAGE code: 001J6
DUNS number: 08-747-4227
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